Mutational analysis of critical residues determining antigen presentation and activation of HLA-DQ0602 restricted T-cell clones.
Three different HLA-DQ0602 restricted T-lymphocyte clones (clones 5, 44, and 48) specific for two different Herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2) VP16 peptides were used in a series of proliferation assays with BLS-1 cell lines expressing mutated HLA-DQ0604 molecules as APC. Up to four residues in the peptide-binding region of DQ0604 were replaced by the respective DQ0602 residue. For all three clones, residue beta70 played a crucial role in TCR recognition; beta30 and beta57 were important, although beta86 was less significant. Clone 5 and 48, specific to the HSV-2 VP16 369--379 peptide, responded to the same mutated DQ0604 molecules. Both clones could be stimulated only when the antigen presenting DQ molecule contained the DQ0602-like Gly at position beta70. Stimulation of clone 44, which recognized a different HSV-2 VP16 epitope (VP16 40-50), was less restricted. Molecular homology modeling showed that the beta70Arg of DQ0604 partially covered the peptide around P5/P6. Interactions of beta70 with residues from the antigen-peptide and polymorphic residues at positions beta30 and beta57 can modulate this effect. Supported by molecular modeling data, we conclude that the distinct molecular topography of DQ0602 is not contributed by a single residue, but rather the interactions of various polymorphic DQ residues with particular antigenic peptides.